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Abstrat. A mobile sensor network is a speial kind of MANET (Mobile Area Net-work), omposed of mobile nodes with sensors. Thus, nodes are apable to sense hangesin their environment. Normally, suh hanges are expeted to trigger events in the net-work. Generally, every time an event ours, a distributed task should be performedby some nodes of the network. Moreover, in general, MANET nodes are spei� om-ponents, whih means that their hardware and the software are designed to perform apartiular set of proesses.Coordinated Tasks are proposed here as a model for solving reon�guration of anetwork, due to events. A Coordinated Task is de�ned as a omposition of proesses thatexeute on di�erent nodes, and it is only feasible when these nodes are available in thenetwork. In this paper, it is provided a full desription of the Coordinated Task exeutionmodel.Keywords: MANET, omplex networks, distributed omputing.1. Introdution. The omposition of several proesses to perform a omplex task hasbeen previously studied, in relation with the onept of oordination [1℄. However, thisapproah does not take into onsideration neither the availability of required resoures, norhanges in the environment that trigger events in the network. In this, the environment isstati: every time the distributed task is exeuted, the same onditions should be present.This paper fouses on a mobile sensor network, as a distributed dynami environment,where mobile nodes an enter or leave the network at any moment. A mobile node, thus,is a module integrated by a proessor with ertain identity, memory, and ommuniationapabilities in the network. Further, some nodes have sensors, meaning that they areapable of sensing hanges within the mobile network.In mobile sensor networks, the interation of proesses exeuting on di�erent nodesleads to reating a speial kind of distributed tasks, namely Coordinated Tasks. These areonly shedulable and feasible when all the omputing resoures it requires are available.Using suh a oordination model, it is possible to speify what resoures (nodes-proesses)are available to integrate a partiular Coordinated Task, as well as to arry out the inter-proesses ommuniation. 1



2 M. PALOMERA-PÉREZ, H. BENíTEZ-PÉREZ, AND J. ORTEGA-ARJONAHene, this paper proposes a protool to perform Coordinated Tasks, partiularly inmobile sensor networks, and generally in MANET networks. The design of the protoolonsiders the following:
• It is possible only to use the proesses already de�ned and implemented in theavailable nodes.
• Mobile nodes are not always available: sine they leave the network, or beause theyare performing another task.
• Coordinated Tasks should be ompleted before a deadline, and
• Coordinated Tasks are triggered by events.Coordinated Tasks are normaly de�ned by an exeution sript, whih sets up the re-quired proesses and the order of their exeution. The sript also inludes the name of theCoordinated Task, and the spei� event that triggers its exeution. It is important tonote that the exeution sript only establishes the required proesses, but does not de�newhat node performs it. Therefore, the �rst step to exeute a given Coordinated Taskis to map its proesses onto nodes of the mobile network. Furthermore, as CoordinatedTasks are exeuted in response to events in the mobile network, they are de�ned to beompleted before a spei� deadline. Suh deadline is a time value that is also inludedas part of the exeution sript.The key features of the results obtained using the approah presented here refer toontext awareness and servie management, rather than proess management, whih is aommon approah in distributed omputing, as for example, Kahn networks. There aresimilar approahes, like for example [12℄.The present paper is strutured as follows: Setion 2 provides an overview of the RelatedWork, Setion 3 de�nes and d isusses the Coordinated Task model, Setion 4 desribes thealgorithm for exeuting a Coordinated Task, Setion 5 presents the results of simulatingthe exeution algorithm, and �nally, Setion 6 desribes some onlusions and future work.2. Related work. Several tehnologies have been previously ombined in previous re-lated work to develop a protool for MANET networks, allowing it to be ontext-aware.Suh a ontext-aware feature is what allows triggering a distributed task every time anevent ours. In all previous work, the �rst step to exeute a distributed task is to disoverwhih nodes an perform the proesses that ompose suh a distributed task.These servie (or proess) disovery regarding a mobile network has been an importantresearh topi during the last few years. Examples of these are the SLPManet [2℄ proto-ol, whih modi�es the Servie Loation Protool [3℄ to work in MANET environments.Basially, this protool establishes that servie request pakages are broadasted, whileservie replies pakages are ahed by every node. However, due to this protool is devel-oped at the level of the appliation layer, it simply annot aess any routing information.Another problem is that ahe entries may be false when the network topology hanges.In this paper, it is proposed a disovery-less arhiteture, similar to [4℄. Nevertheless,instead of AODV, DSR [5℄ is used here. Moreover, the protools proposed by some relatedwork only one servie is disovered per message. Here, in order to exeute a oordinatedtask, several proesses should be found, and hene, the protool proposed uses multipleservie requests, enapsulated into one DSR route request.Other approahes have been developed around the study of MANET networks andmobile networks, related to the topi here, suh as those presented in [12, 13, 14, 15℄.These types of study have allowed us to fous the researh in ontext awareness insteadof proess management.Further, the Coordinated Task protool attempts to keep a low network load by mergingall servie disovery replies that belong to a partiular Coordinated Task. Here, serviedisovery replies are piggy-baked on DSR route reply pakets.



ICIC EXPRESS LETTERS, VOL.4, NO.5, 2010 3After proess disovery, the related Coordinated Task should be exeuted. However,exeuting a distributed task on MANET is hallenging, sine during exeution,the avail-ability of nodes may hange: some mobile nodes beome unavailable beause they leavethe network, or fail. Thus, they have to be replaed by other available nodes.In [6℄, a distributed task is modelled as a Task Graph. An on-line algorithm is usedto replae the unavailable nodes. However, this does not take into onsideration neitherthe perfoemane (in terms of exeution time) nor the network load, whih makes thisapproah not suitable for the problem posed here.Here, a similar Task Graph approah to [6℄ is used, but only to represent the data�ow among of the proesses. However, the network load is onsidered in order to mapproesses to nodes. Moreover, loal ahe information is used for replaing unavailablenodes, instead of performing new servie requests.3. Coordinated Tasks. A Coordinated Task is spei�ed by using a ontrol-driven o-ordination model [7℄. In this model, every proess of the task has two ports: input andoutput. These ports are the only means of interation between a proess and its environ-ment.Input and output ports from di�erent proesses are linked to form a ommuniation�ow. This ommuniation model guarantees that the ativity of eah proess is deoupledfrom the ativity of any other proess: eah proess is only in harge of performing asequene of instrutions that onsumes and produes data. Data transmission betweentwo nodes is responsibility of the operating system on those nodes.
p0 p1
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p5

p4

p3

p6Figure 1. Example of exeution �ow for a Coordinated Task of seven-proesses.Exeuting a Coordinated Task reates a data �ow in the network. This �ow, alled CTexeution �ow, is modeled using a Task Graph. The CT exeution �ow has a root node(represented as p0 in Figure 1). This node ontains the proess in harge to detet theevent that triggers the exeution of the Coordinated Task.The CT exeution �ow is implemented by using an adjaeny list. Entries of suh alist are tuples, omposed of two proess ids: one for the soure proess of the �ow, andthe other for the destination proess. Tuples in the list are ordered aording to the �owdiretion. So, every proess may appear as soure or as destination. For the CT exeution�ow in Figure 1, the orrespondent adjaeny list is as follows:
{(p0, p1), (p1, p2), (p1, p3), (p2, p4), (p3, p5), (p5, p6)}Finally, the Coordination Task protool is in harge of mapping proesses of the Co-ordinated Task onto available nodes. This protool also links the input ports of eahproess to the orresponding output ports. For the atual purposes of this paper, nodeswith sensors are spei�ally used to start a Coordinated Task, and thus, they have aCT exeution sript per eah event. Hene, every Coordinated Task has an assoiatedexeution sript.Commonly, the CT exeution sript inludes the following information:



4 M. PALOMERA-PÉREZ, H. BENíTEZ-PÉREZ, AND J. ORTEGA-ARJONACoordinated Task Name: a unique name that identi�es a Coordinated Task .Trigger Event Identi�er: a unique id that represents an event.Proesses Identi�ers: a �eld used to identify a proess in a Coordinated Task. De-pending on the appliation, the proess id ould be represented as simple as integers,or as omplex as full XML desriptions, like WSDL [8℄Proesses Adjaeny List: the adjaeny list, desribing the CT exeution �ow.Coordinated Task Soft Deadline: every Coordinated Task should be ompletedbefore a deadline, and thus, this �eld represents suh a deadline as a timeout value.Coordinated Task Maximum Communiation Requirement: a list indiatinghow many data is transmitted by every proess for eah node. If a node does notprodue data, its entry is the size of a CT Message.4. Coordinated Task Exeution Algorithm. Figure 2 shows the algorithm used toexeute a Coordinated Tasks. Step E1 uses a reative proess disovery algorithm [9℄,based on enapsulating a disovery message into the DSR routing protool [5℄. Responsesto the disovery messages inlude the proess worst exeution time and the amount of dataprodued. These values are used in Equation 1 to obtain the oordinated task exeutiontime ECT .
ECT = TD + TT + TE (1)

TD is the time used by the proess disovery proedure, and it is obtained by the nodewhih detets the event. This node is also in harge of starting the proess disoveryalgorithm.
E1
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E3 E4

[CT NO available]

[CT available]

[More processes] [Alternative node exists]

[Next node ready] [Next node NOT ready]

[Alternative node does NOT exist]

[CT is successfully finished]

[Discover] Execute the processes discovery
algorithm.
[Send] Send a message to the next node
in the CT execution flow.
[Execute] Execute the related process.
[Search] Search for alternative nodes.

E1:

E3:
E4:

E2:

CT execution algorithm. Given an event, execute its associated Coordinated Task.

The Coordinated Task should meet its deadline.

Figure 2. Algorithm used to exeute a Coordinated Task.



ICIC EXPRESS LETTERS, VOL.4, NO.5, 2010 5On the other hand, TT is the time needed to transmitted the data. To determine TT ,it is required to �nd out the atual network apaity. However, how to do this is still anopen issue. For this paper, an approah similar to that in [10℄ is followed. So, using theresults in [10℄, the transmission time (TT ) is alulated by using Equation 2. Notie that,Equation 2 onsiders that no message is sent in parallel.
TT =

k
∑

i=1

(√
n

W
Li

) (2)where:
i..k are the proesses in the oordinated task.
n is the number of nodes available in the network.
W is the nominal network bandwidth, in kbytes/seond.
Li is the message length in kbytes. This value is obtained from theresponse to the disovery message.Finally, TE is the time used by the nodes to exeute its assigned proesses. It isalulated by simply adding all the worst exeution time of eah proess. These worstexeution values are transmitted as a �eld of the response to the disovery message. Eahnodes obtains these values as presented in [11℄.A Coordinated Task is onsidered feasible if its exeution time (ECT ) satis�es Equation(3), where DCT represents the CT deadline.

ECT ≦ DCT (3)The following step in the exeution �ow is started by sending a message to the node(step E2). If there is no MAC ACK message from this node, it is onsidered that the nodeis not available, and a searh for an alternative node is started (step E4). On the ontrary,if the node is available, it exeutes its proesses (step E3). This proedure repeats untilthe Coordinated Task �nishes, or until it is stopped due to the unavailability of any ofthe nodes required to perform the proesses of this partiular Coordinated Task.5. Preliminary results. A ns-2 simulator is used here to test the performane of theCoordinated Task protool, aording to the following features:Availability: is the ratio of the number of suessful Coordinated Task exeutionsover the number of events during a simulation. A Coordinated Task exeution (CT)is onsidered suessful if it satis�es that: (a) all its proesses exeute, (b) all thenodes reeive an UDP message, giving the CT data �ow in time. Notie that theproesses exeution time is not taken into aount in this simulation, due to the goalof the experiments is to model the behavior of the mobile network.Exeution Time: is the time in seonds between the request of CT exeution andwhen the last nodeof the CT data �ow gets its message.Table 1 shows the parameters used during the experiments. Notie that eah simulationis performed 500 times. Table 1. Simulation parametersParameter Value Parameter ValueMa Protool IEEE802_11 Maximum speed 1.999 m/sCover radio 50 m Number of proesses 2Area size 300 x 300 m Event frequeny 10 seondsSimulation time 1000s UDP message size 500 bytesNumber of nodes 50 CT deadline 1000sMinimum speed 1.0 m/s Multi-hop size 3
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a) Coordinated Task availability b) Coordinated Task exeution timeFigure 3. Simulation results. The density of nodes is given as number ofnodes per area of 100× 100 units.At the beginning of every simulation, nodes are set at random positions inside a two-dimensional area. During all the simulation time, nodes are kept moving though randompaths inside suh an area. However, the speed of eah node is kept onstant during allthe simulation. Suh an speed is randomly seleted for eah node at the start of thesimulation, from a speed range (Table 1).During the experiment, availability and exeution times are measured depending on thedensity of nodes. Suh a density is modi�ed regarding the size of the area, whih hangesfrom 100 × 100 to 1000 × 1000 in steps of 100 units. This approah is preferred insteadof diretly inreasing the number of the nodes, whih ould ompromise the performaneof the simulator. Figure 3 shows the density of nodes, given in units of nodes per area of

100× 100 units.The availabilty of the Coordinated Task depending on the density of nodes is presentedin Figure 3a. From this, it is notieable that the density of nodes has a higher impat onthe number of suessfully performed Coordinated Tasks. For a larger density of nodes,there is a larger number of suessful Coordinated Tasks. However, inreasing the densityof nodes has a negative impat on the exeution time (Figure 3b): exeution time tendsto inrease with the density of nodes. Moreover, its STD also inreases, on�rming thatthe network lateny tends to be worse for larger density of nodes.6. Conlusions and Future Work. This paper presents the Coordinated Task, as aprotool to perform a distributed task on MANET networks. The distributed task isexeuted as response to events in the network. An event is any variable sensed by anynode of the network. Partiularly, the protool disussed here is suitable when a temporalnew behavior is required due to a spei� event in environment.In order to measure the performane of the Coordinated Task protool, it is simulatedusing the ns-2 simulator. The simulation results show that the density of nodes hasa higher impat on the exeution time. For a larger density of nodes, there is longerexeution time. Moreover, the lateny of the exeution time also inreases with thedensity of nodes. Aording to this, it is suggested that the e�ets of the density of nodesrequires further study. How many nodes should exeute the same proess, and how manynodes are required in total to guarantee the exeution, are left as future work.Another issue regarding the use of this protool is how to deal with missing nodes,due to the nodes leaving the network. For this, the protool proposes looking at theloal ahe for alternative nodes. However, the results show a low rate of suessfullyexeuted Coordinated Tasks, while the number of proesses inreases. Therefore, a bettermehanism to �nd alternative nodes is needed. An alternative to explore is to allow thenodes to searh in the ahe of their neighbors.
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